
QUOTES IN A LITERARY ESSAY

On this page we clarify the purpose of using literary quotations in literary analysis papers by exploring why quotations
are important to use in your writing and.

Adams clearly appreciated religion, even if he often questioned its promotion. This is a central characteristic
of Mrs. Short Quotes Short quotes no more than four lines of prose text and three lines of poetic text should be
enclosed within quotation marks. Turabian, Kate L. It was just unreal and so sad. Explain the significance of
the quotation. In other cases, you will want to paraphrase, i. Remember, your paper should primarily contain
your own words, so quote only the most pithy and memorable parts of sources. Place parenthetical citation
according to your style guide usually after the period following the last sentence of the quote. Anchor Books, 
The main exception to this rule involves the use of internal citations, which always precede the last period of
the sentence. King Lear. For further information, check out our Quoting and Paraphrasing resource, or you
may wish to see when the Writing Center is offering its next introductory workshop about the genre of literary
analysis. As few words as possible. We provide general guidelines and specific suggestions about blending
your prose and quoted material as well as information about formatting logistics and various rules for handling
outside text. Othello, the Moor of Venice. Although this material is focused on integrating your ideas with
quotations from novels, poems, and plays into literary analysis papers, in some genres this advice is equally
applicable to incorporating quotations from scholarly essays, reports, or even original research into your work.
Lawrence, David Herbert. How much should I quote? Formatting logistics and guidelines Exactitude If for the
sake of brevity you wish to omit material from a quoted passage, use ellipsis points three spaced periods to
indicate the omission. In observing this evolution in her attitude, we learn more about Mrs. Ramsey finds Mr.
Booth, Wayne C. Tansley, but her feelings seem to grow more positive over time as she comes to know him
better. Things Fall Apart. Blending your prose and quoted material It is permissible to quote an entire sentence
between two sentences of your own , but in general you should avoid this method of bringing textual material
into your discussion.


